We've got 45 years of experience behind us, Cammar is a company with a proud history of innovation, craftsmanship, and customer satisfaction. And, judging from the looks of our current family of yachts, the strengths of our dealer organization and our aggressive plans for the future, Cammar is poised to enter the new millennium as the premier manufacturer in the existing commission sales field.

Among our strengths is the success of our design and engineering programs which are responsible for fueling our tremendous growth. The innovative design of our extremely popular 520 Voyager Phileasue Motor Yacht introduced last year, sold out all time Cammar received a sales and production for a yacht of this stature. One look at what we've got in store for '99 tells you that this is just the beginning.

For example, in '99 we're introducing the same style to the 550 Voyager, the fabulous 450 Voyager Phileasue Motor Yacht with extended range capability. Featuring similar design characteristics of the 530, the 450 is one of the hottest new yachts of the year. A walk through her cabin while focusing on her sophisticated styling, fully equipped galley and beautiful cherry wood furnish and ceiling, tells you that she is every bit the yacht of the 530, but with a 45' 11" profile.

Our design of color and concept marine yacht decks received some guest styling and engineering enhancements for '99. The 530, 350, 40' 44', 46' and 49' Cant' No比e sleek, structurally integrated windows. This unique design feature was successfully incorporated in the 530 Voyager and is also included in the new 450 Voyager. The attractive varied windows expand the already enormous viewing area in the interior of the cabins and provide the convenience of heated visibility-invisible with competitive yachts. They also provide tighter window seals, smooth exterior lines and stronger structural integrity.

Together, these enhancements in comfort, structural integrity, and modern yet timeless styling help ensure Cammar's position as the leading yacht builder in the industry. There are seven at-cabin models in the Cammar line, which means Cammar gives you a greater selection of all cabins than any other manufacturer.

If you're ready to move up to a ski-coated cabin of luxury cruising and vacationing, you're certain to find a Cammar yacht that's a perfect match for you your lifestyle. There are 17 models in the Cammar family, from luxurious phileasue motor yachts, sponsons and very fast all cabins and jacket motor yachts, winter sedans and sophisticated Riva Express Cruisers. Built into the design of each of these finely crafted yachts are specific features that have been thoughtfully created to ensure that your time aboard a Cammar yacht is the most enjoyable and comfortable experience possible.
You can take pride in owning a Carver yacht, because Carver's reputation for superior quality and impressive comfort and livability is recognized throughout the industry. Our yards feature interior that are both elegant and tastefully appointed, meticulously designed cabin configurations that are unique to a new world of船内装飾パラダイスfor you and your family and guests, and engineering advancements that are the envy of their peers.

Carver yachts are built with the finest quality workmanship and pride, using the highest-quality materials and manufacturing methods available. The advanced engineering and the pride of workmanship are evident in the craftsmanship that goes into the manufacture of Carver hulls. All of our hulls become are meticulously handcrafted using multi-directional, knitted fiberglass cloth for greater strength. Even thicker strength is achieved in the Voyager Workhouse through our process of glassing in the hull-bottom joints and the hull bottoms to the hull sides, creating a superior high-strength, integral structure. In addition, all of our motor yachts from 35 ft. and up feature an all fiberglass storage system, which provides optimum strength and resistance to the effects of moisture, and integral fiberglass lines. All adds up to a boat with seaworthiness and outstanding quality for the Carver owner.

To assure truly quality and legendary Carver craftsmanship and to maintain the high standards that we're known for ourselves (standards that are sets the Carver standards), Carver manufactures most of its components in its own modern facilities. These facilities are located in Pulaski, Wisconsin and include over 600,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space located on a 58-acre site. Carver employs over 1000 highly skilled workers in the various departments throughout the company, from Fiberglass, Upholstery, Furniture, Wood Finishing & Cabinetry and Metal Fabrication Shops to the Infinity Facility.

Our international network of Carver dealers ensures worldwide availability of the new Carver yachts and boats. Carver maintains an important tie in to a vast reservoir of technology and experience by virtue of our affiliation with the Glimmer Yacht Division, including Carver's sister company, Hatteras Yachts. The Yacht Division is a subsidiary of Glimmer Holdings, Inc., the largest independent manufacturer of recreational powerboats in the world.

If all of this sounds like there should be a Carver yacht for you in your future, now is the perfect time to make it happen. If you're ready to fill your weekends with fun and adventure, to plan memorable vacations which include exciting new ports, to live aboard in true comfort and to entertain your family and friends in style, you'll love the way a Carver yacht or cruiser makes everyone's home special.
Voyager 530

530

Voyager 530

Highlight:

- 880-gallon fuel capacity for extended cruising.
- Lower helm station with mezzanine, "Mercedes" style detail and appointments.

The Voyager 530 is a luxurious yacht designed for extended cruising. With its 880-gallon fuel capacity, it can travel long distances without refueling. The lower helm station features a "Mercedes" style detail, enhancing the overall appointments and comfort of the yacht. The Voyager 530 is a perfect choice for those who enjoy the open seas and want to experience a high level of comfort and luxury during their voyages. 
450
Voyage & Cruising

Highlights:

"Voyage"-style detail and appointments.

Two spacious arrangements and head compartments.

Large lower stations with overhead cabinets.
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Two spacious arrangements and head compartments.

Large lower stations with overhead cabinets.
Improving on a proven classic is an arduous and arduous task. However, Sea Ray’s 450 Sundancer is a case in point. The design team, under the direction of Bill Johnson, has created a luxury cruiser that combines the best of the previous generation with innovative features that set it apart in its class.

The exterior design is characterized by clean lines and a modern aesthetic. The hull and deck are constructed with high-quality materials, ensuring durability and long-term performance. The flybridge offers ample space for relaxation and entertainment, with a large seating area and a well-equipped bar for socializing.

Inside, the 450 Sundancer delivers a seamless transition from the exterior to the interior. The saloon is a highlight, featuring a comfortable seating area and a well-designed galley, perfect for preparing meals and enjoying conversations. The staterooms are spacious and well-appointed, offering privacy and comfort for extended stays.

This luxury cruiser is available with a variety of options, allowing owners to customize it to their specific needs. From advanced navigation systems to state-of-the-art entertainment, the 450 Sundancer is a testament to Sea Ray’s commitment to excellence and innovation in the luxury cruiser market.
356

Aft Cabin Motor Yacht

Highlighted:
- Marine teak bulk-wraps and fiberglass dodgers
- Integrated bowlineWatertight
- Extensive overhead cabin and solid teak overheads

Specifications:
- Length: 35.6 ft
- Beam: 12.7 ft
- Draft: 4.64 ft
- Engine: Twin 350 hp

Sailor's delight with a large cockpit and spacious interior. Enjoy luxury and comfort with a state-of-the-art design.
Highlights:

- Express cruiser styling with low-profile bridge
- Handsome semi-open walk-through windshield
- Single-level interior with wide walk-through head

Specifications:

- LOA: 41' 6"
- Beam: 12' 9"
- Draft: 4' 4.5"
- Engine Capacity: 440 HP, 6 cyl.
As one of 317 of Fleet's world-sailing boats, the 350 Maxum offers a wide variety of options. Gliding through the water, massive windows let in light and natural sunlight, making the boat into a sanctuary. Walk around the interior to see the comfort it offers, including the cozy seating area, a 20" TV and DVD, and a kitchen area that includes a 2-door refrigerator and a microwave. The separate shower area includes a large sink and shower head. The spacious cabin features a large bed and a private bathroom with a separate toilet and shower. The 350 Maxum is a perfect place for entertaining and socializing with friends or family. It includes a dining area with a large table and chairs, a separate seating area with a couch and a flat-screen TV, and a fully equipped kitchen with a refrigerator, microwave, and sink. The cockpit features a large sunpad and a large table for dining or socializing. The 317 World Sailing Boats offer a unique and luxurious experience for those who love the sea.
The 320 Voyager combines luxury and performance with a spacious, modern interior and a powerful twin-engine propulsion system. The boat features a large cockpit with wrap-around seating, a well-equipped galley, and a comfortable stateroom. The 320 Voyager is designed for both leisure cruising and entertaining, offering ample space for friends and family to enjoy the open water. With its sleek design and advanced technology, the 320 Voyager is a versatile vessel that can be enjoyed on the water for any occasion.
**Highlights:**

- **Elegant cherry wood cabinetry and trim.**
- **Pleasure seeking single-source source.**
- **Satisfaction upper limits provides more flexibility.**
For her distinctive Euro-styled art and contemporary European styling in the bay window area, the 320 Cruiser孝顺 by Cruisers is a high standard of quality, comfort and convenience. To the left of the cockpit is a spacious, wrap-around bridge, which offers access to all components of the bridge and cockpit. The 320 Cruiser孝顺 is designed with a spacious, wrap-around bridge that offers access to all components of the bridge and cockpit. The boat is equipped with a comfortable, wrap-around bridge that offers access to all components of the bridge and cockpit. The boat is designed for maximum comfort and convenience.

The highlights of the 320 Cruiser孝顺 include:

- High-quality, European-styled art and contemporary European styling in the bay window area.
- Spacious, wrap-around bridge offering access to all components of the bridge and cockpit.
- Comfortable seating and ample space for entertaining.

The 320 Cruiser孝顺 is a perfect choice for those looking for a high standard of quality, comfort, and convenience in their boating experience.
Celebrate with us

Join us in celebrating Carver’s 45th year building America’s favorite comfort yacht.
Visit your local dealer to test drive the 1999 Carver yacht of your choice.